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GEOCOSMIC PERSPECTIVES   

Written by Mark Shtayerman, Poway, USA 

Eclipses 

In ancient times, luminary eclipses were seen as astronomical events surrounded by myths, legends, and 

superstitions.  From a purely astrological sense, these events are important because they are a key part of mundane 

astrology and will affect nations and people whose natal charts are aspected by an eclipse.  We have just witnessed two 

eclipses: a total Lunar eclipse (Blood Moon) on May 16, 2021, and an annular Solar eclipse on June 10, 2021. 

We will discuss the May 2021 Lunar eclipse somewhat quickly as it does not affect the natal chart of the United 

States (July 2, 1776, 11:50 am, Philadelphia, Penn.).  This eclipse was seen in the western parts of both North and South 

America, Australia, and all nations with a coast on the Pacific Ocean.  This means that the eclipse affected all of those 

nations, including the United States.  Both the Lunar and Solar eclipses were on the Gemini-Sagittarius axes, mutable 

signs.  Thus, the two eclipses brought into focus how we communicate with each other and how we teach in schools 

and colleges, as well as bringing about a basic shift in ideas (ideology).  Last, as William Lilli wrote in his 1652 book 

called An Easie and Familiar Method whereby to Judge the effects depending on Eclipses, Either of the Sun or Moon, which we will be 

referencing in this article, “Eclipses in mutable signs such as Sagittarius for Lunar and Gemini for Solar bring about 

great difficulties to kings, rulers, and people in authoritative positions.” 

The Blood Moon Eclipse of May 26, 2021, occurred at 6:12 am in Washington, D.C., at 5 deg 24 min of Sagittarius.  

Lilly notes when an eclipse occurs in the Fire Triplicity (Sagittarius is a fiery sign), it means “expulsion, imprisonment, 

or beheading of the Great King, Ruler, or Great Person.  Among commoners, these eclipses may result in animosity 

and fights, movement of large troops [or] groups of people, wars, bloodshed, theft, murders, and depopulation or 

decimation of many cities.”  Since the riots began last year in many U.S. cities, we have seen that numerous large 

population centers such as New York City and Los Angeles have started a trend of people moving out in search of 

“greener pastures." This is due, in part, because the rules and regulations have become too burdensome; the increases 

in crime, including theft and murder, have become too terrible; and the animosity between people of various belief 

systems has become too great.  This large-scale migration/movement of people from major cities to other parts of the 

country will only accelerate over the next several years. 

The eclipse of the moon affected the 6th house in the U.S. natal chart (July 2, 1776), a house that deals with hired 

workers, including the army, navy, police, paramedics, and fire departments.  Also, under the 6th house are any union-

type jobs and the underserved parts of the population who live without social safety nets.  This house also rules 

employment (and levels of unemployment) and how much society gets compensated for its work.  Last, the 6th house 

rules over healthcare, including “social diseases” such as drug use, STDs, poverty, and social inequities. Thus, we will 

see an increase in interest about how to deal with these diseases and how to deal with the current employment problems 

stemming from there being many job openings but few people who are willing to work.   

We also want to point out that eclipses are fatalistic. That is, they will bring about choices that can eventually become 

fatal to people who are affected by the eclipse, especially if Mars or Saturn, the Lesser and the Greater Malefics, are 

involved.  For men, the Lunar eclipse is especially painful if it comes in a conjunction or an opposition to element(s) in 

their natal charts.  As it so happens, the Lunar eclipse of May 26, 2021, will conjunct the Ascendant of President Biden’s 

natal chart, situated at 3 degrees 11 minutes of Sagittarius, and will make an opposition to his Saturn (located at 9 deg 

57 min of Gemini). The Lunar eclipse (5 deg 24 min of Sagittarius) is nearly at the midpoint between President Biden’s 

Ascendant and Saturn. This passage of the eclipse is a sign of fatalistic decisions that will likely change the course of 

history.  That is, Biden may try to continue on a path of changing society by any means necessary.  This use of any 

means may end up forcing errors after errors and may end up tarnishing his already tepid reputation to the point where 

he ends up effectively losing power as the court of public opinion turns against him.  Also, his health may suffer as the 

Ascendant rules health in general.  For President Biden, the eclipse activates his natal Ascendant-Saturn opposition.  

Saturn rules over old age and diseases of old age.  So, he will start looking frailer, more tired, and much older than he 

is, whether it is from overwork, his position of power, or this aspect. 
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Now let’s examine the Annular Eclipse of the Sun on June 10, 2021, which occurred at 5:49 am in Washington, 

D.C., at 19 deg 45 min of Gemini, making a conjunction with retrograde transiting Mercury at 20 deg 41 minutes of 

Gemini.  Our initial observation is that considering this is quite a tight conjunction, it means that much important 

information is hidden or is corrupted, especially since this conjunction occurred in the 12th house of the D.C. eclipse 

chart.  The D.C. bureaucrats who are hiding truthful information are hoping that the populous does not dig deeper. 

Also, transiting Neptune, the planet of hopes and dreams is making a square to the eclipse.  Since the eclipse occurs in 

the 12th house, it will affect hospitals, psychiatric wards, and hospice care, but also the mafia, terrorist organizations, any 

secret organizations, immigration services, and anyone dealing with slavery.  On a more dire note, William Lilly states 

in his studies from nearly 400 years that “…any eclipses in the Triplicity of Air points to famine[,] especially from fowl 

die-off[;] stormlike weather that destroys infrastructure[; and] diseases that result in many deaths.”  Furthermore, for 

the solar eclipse occurring in the second decanate of Gemini (19 deg 45 min), Lilly further adds, “we would expect an 

increase in piracy, murders of any king, deliberations between nations that yield nothing, and significant increase of 

various petitions of commoners to the power elites.  Also, increase in jurisprudence actions where the judges are careful 

in trying to send the message with their verdicts.”  In some respects, we are already seeing these messages being played 

out: The people have been trying to use recall petitions to get elected officials out since state and local governments 

pushed the boundaries of what is acceptable.  This includes the recall petition of California Governor Gavin Newsom.  

We also see that many parents are protesting the push by education officials to instill Critical Race Theory in students.  

Though it is a slow road, we will see how fruitful the commoners are in demanding true justice versus the sham of 

justice that is being foisted upon us through media propagandizing of the elites. 

One last important thing we need to mention is that the eclipse of the Sun also impacted the natal Mars of the 

United States, which is located in the 9th house at 19 deg and 51 minutes of Gemini.  The Solar eclipse will make a 

conjunction within 6 minutes of the U.S. natal Mars, which makes it a partile conjunction and extremely strong.  The 

9th house rules over adventures and travels long distances, commerce, and import/export. But it also rules over 

courts, justice, religions, churches, journalists, and those who control the journalists.  Mars is the lesser Malefic, and 

William Lilly states that when Mars is involved in an eclipse, “we may see wars erupting, insurrections being 

tormented, justice being served, and many people may lose their heads.  Also, insurrections could be used by the 

powers that be to become more unjust and tyrannical.”  

Yep, the next few years are not joyous and will require some adjustments for everyone to survive this period.  Just 

get ready for the long haul as we are far from out of the woods.  Added to all of this, Pluto is getting closer to transiting 

through significant points in the natal chart of the United States.  We will discuss the significance of these points in the 

next issue.   

 

 

 

 

Note: The geocosmic event time zone currently used for this report is Eastern Standard Time in coordination with 

New York markets and established MMA/MMTA methodologies.  
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GOLD AND SILVER MINING STOCKS (XAU) 

Written by Mark Shtayerman, Poway, CA, USA 

Review 

Since the last report (Vol. 7.6), XAU reversed from the decline on May 13, 2021, and popped to a primary cycle 

high on June 1, 2021, at 167.09, just two trading days after the May 26-27, 2021, Critical Reversal Date (CRD).  After 

that, XAU started a massive decline and dropped 141.78 on June 18, 2021, which is also two trading days before the 

June 22-23, 2021, CRD.  XAU closed the month at 141.82. 

Trend Indicators  

The longer-term 7-year cycle divides into two or three 36-month cycles with an orb of 7 months. The longer-term 

view has not changed much from March 2019’s Vol.5.3: “The low on January 19, 2016, at 38.36, was the beginning of both 

the long-term 7-year cycle and the first 36-month cycle (of the 7-year cycle). The second 36-month cycle began September 11, 2018, at 

60.59 . . . . The 36-month cycle divides into three 14-month intermediate cycles.” We are now in the 6th year of the 7-year cycle. 

In Vol.6.9, we stated: “XAU rallied to a new 7-year high with the current rally to 165.36 on August 5, 2020,” and this is still 

holding true. 

 

Chart A: XAU Daily Chart as of June 18, 2021. Black is the 20-day MA, and Red is the 60-day MA. The shorter dark red lines show 

stochastic oscillator divergence.  

The week of June 21, 2021, starts the 34th month of the second 36-month cycle (from the September 11, 2018, 

low of 60.59). This week also starts the 16th month of the second 14-month intermediate cycle from a 62.72 low of 

March 16, 2020. The orb for the intermediate 14-month cycle is three months, which means we are in the window 

when the 14-month intermediate cycle low can occur. It’s possible that the end of the second 36-month and, thus, the 

end of the 7-year cycle can occur with this decline. However, we have not seen a 36-month cycle divided only into 

two (vs. three) 14-month cycles and, thus, we expect at least another year and a third 14-month cycle before the 36-

month and 7-year cycles will unwind placing them in 2022 at the earliest. 
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The recent rally in XAU brings a possibility that the third 14-month cycle has already started with the primary 

bottom on March 4, 2021, at 128.08. To support this idea, XAU has rallied above the January 7, 2021, high of 156.47. 

By that token, the week of June 21, 2021, will start the third month of the third and final 14-month intermediate cycle. 

The second intermediate cycle then ended on the 12th month and thus is a reasonable length.  

The 14-month intermediate cycle breaks down into two or three 26-week primary cycles with an orb of 7 weeks, 

which themselves break down into two 13-week half-primary cycles. The week of June 21, 2021, starts the 16th week 

of the first primary cycle in the newer 14-month intermediate cycle. XAU has rallied on May 10, 2021, to a half-

primary cycle crest at 159.61. Now we should be expecting a major or a half-primary cycle bottom over the next 

several weeks and then rally to the primary cycle crest.  A current decline on June 18, 2021, to 141.78 may be a decline 

to the half-primary cycle bottom, from which XAU may rally to the half-primary or even primary top after that. 

It is quite possible that the current decline could be the start of the bigger decline that we have been anticipating 

as the end of the 36-month cycle is quickly approaching.  This could be a decline to the 7-year low, or we could go for 

another eight to fifteen more months before we drop precipitously. 

Technical 

On the daily chart (Chart A), the price (141.82) is below the 20-day MA (159.64) and is below the 60-day MA 

(151.53), with the faster MA above the slower and price below the two, which is mostly bearish. 

On the weekly chart (Chart B), the price (141.82) is below the 13-week MA (151.08) and below the 30-week MA 

(144.59), with the faster MA above the slower and price below the two, which is mostly bearish. 

On the monthly chart, XAU (141.82) is above the 18-month MA (131.26) and above the 42-month MA (102.16), 

with the faster MA above the slower and the price above both which is very bullish. 

 

Chart B: XAU Weekly Chart as of June 18, 2021. Black is the 13-week MA; Red is the 30-week MA. Short dark red lines show 

stochastic oscillator divergence.  
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Geocosmics 

In our previous issue, we stated: “After a short planetary interruption, there is a huge cluster, as during 18 days, there are ten 

geocosmics. The Sun trine Pluto May 17, 2021, is a rather weak signature.”  It was a trading bottom on May 13, 2021, two 

trading days before the aspect. 

We also stated: “There are two aspects of Neptune: first is a square with Venus May 27, and second is a trine with Mars May 

31, 2021. Both signatures are strong, especially the second one, and may correlate to a major cycle reversal. On June 3, 2021, there are two 

signatures: Venus trine Jupiter and Sun trine Saturn. The last aspect of the cluster is Mars in opposition to Pluto on June 5, 2021. All 

three are surprisingly weak aspects, and in some cases, they may represent the end of the trend, especially if it is a slide down.”  It was 

exactly that case as of June 1, 2021, the market made a primary cycle top and started a substantial decline. 

The decline continued since the market topped out June 1, 2021, as we stated: “Jupiter retrograde June 20, 2021, is a 

very powerful and consistent signature. Usually, it produces a sharp movement in prices and activates reversal either before or exactly on the 

day of aspect, never afterwards. Mercury turns direct on June 22, 2021. It is a reliable reversal signature with a slight prevalence toward 

troughs.”   So far, the bottom was June 18, 2021, but it is too early to call considering that the cluster is still in progress, 

as we added last time: “June 23, there are two signatures: Sun trine Jupiter and Venus opposition Pluto. Sun trine Jupiter is very 

powerful with definite preponderance toward troughs. The latter aspect is not a strong, consistent and reliable signature. Neptune turns 

retrograde on June 25, 2021. Neptune is a planet of illusions, false hopes, rumors, and scandals and prices often reflect an imaginary 

picture but not reality.”   So, it is possible that XAU continues its decline for a couple of days. 

At the beginning of July, there are two signatures involving Mars: Mars opposition Saturn July 1 and Mars square 

Uranus July 3, 2021. Both aspects relate to tension, military presence as they are war-like signatures. Mars-Uranus 

combination is very erratic, speculative, volatile, and explosive.  Both aspects have a bearish connotation. 

Three of four aspects of Venus in July follow one another.  Venus opposes Saturn July 6, squares Uranus July 8, 

and conjuncts Mars July 13, 2021.  All signatures are extremely volatile, all correlate to both crests and troughs within 

three to four days, and all are consistent and very strong. It is necessary to add that Venus conjunct Mars either ends 

or begins a new trend. 

On July 15, the Sun trines Neptune and on July 17, 2021, opposes Pluto.  Both aspects are not very powerful, but 

both are consistent and inclined toward troughs.  We may expect a trading bottom during that time.  The last aspect 

of that cluster is Venus opposition Jupiter on July 22, 2021.  It is a rather weak signature requiring a wide orb, but it 

may add some strength to support other aspects. 

The next cluster starts July 29 with Mars opposition Jupiter, which is a very impressive and consistent aspect 

correlating to a major cycle reversal with the possibility of a sharp correction.  Sun opposition Saturn August 2, 2021, 

is an extremely powerful and volatile reversal signature.  Both crests and troughs tend to occur near that aspect.  Sharp 

trends tend to end, and new and opposite trends begin at the time of that signature. 

Critical reversal dates: June 11-14, June 22-23, July 2-3, July 9-12, July 29, August 6, 2021. All CRDs are +/-3 

trading days. 

 

 Price Objectives 

We stated: “Considering that we got a new primary cycle on March 4, 2021, we have new price objectives. We are expecting a 

decline to 143.85+/-3.72 or 139.11+/-6.31 for the major and half-primary cycle bottom, respectively. After that, we do expect a rally to 

170.62+/-3.72 and 175.36+/-3.72 based on a projection from the move up. The other price objective is 165.36+/-2.48 for the double 

top to the August 5, 2020, high.”  Bingo.  We got to 167.09, which is at our price point. 

Now we need to consider that the cycle may be turning bearish.  If XAU reverses and rallies up, we do expect 

XAU to get at least a double top or even get the prices higher.  But if XAU does continue on a decline or if the rally 
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fails to get above 167, then there is a possibility that we are headed much lower.  The first price point would be 

128.08+/-1.92 as a double bottom to the primary bottom of March 4, 2021.  Then the next price point would be a 

decline to the 14-month cycle (if it is an older 14-month cycle) at 114.91+/-12.32 from the 14-month cycle low 

Fibonacci retracement. A bigger decline would be 99.26+/-20.88, with some even lower-priced declines waiting to 

happen if we are expecting a decline to the 7-year low. 

Bias 

Bullish over the next month and then very bearish until the end of the primary cycle 

Strategies 

Position and Aggressive Traders: We stated: “We should go long with the price point of 165.36+/-2.48 for the first 

third, 170.62+/-3.72 for the second third, and 175.36+/-3.72 for the final third.”  We got two third positions in nice profits.  

Let’s rebuy on this decline and see if we can get a double top to exit all positions and then look to short.  

 

 

CANNABIS (MJ) 

Written by Gianni Di Poce, USA 

Review 

The cannabis market continues to trade in a sideways manner.  This past week, prices closed out at 19.94, and it’s 

still holding above the mid-May lows.  If those lows fail to hold, we could see yet another washout lower in this market. 

 

Chart A: MJ Weekly Chart as of June 18, 2021 

Longer-term Cycles 

As stated before and still the case, “The biggest challenge with respect to long-term or intermediate-term cycles in the cannabis 

market is the lack of data. It will remain years before we have enough instances to quantify them to a high degree of statistical reliability, but 
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there does seem to be a semblance of a 50–60-week cycle, which is borrowed from other equity markets.”  With respect to this potential 

50–60-week cycle, not much has changed since the last report.  In other words, the labeling is still in limbo, as this could 

be an older cycle from March 2020, now starting its 66th week, or a relatively newer one from January 25, 2021, that 

would be starting its 20th week.  Last month also stated, “There is a chance this cycle remains bullish under this labeling so long as 

prices don’t fall below 18.34.”  This continues to be the case. 

Primary Cycles 

The week of June 21 either starts the 16th week in the primary cycle as measured from the March 5 low at 19.51, or 

it begins the 21st week as measured from the January 25 low at 18.34.  Both of these cycles are now in the time band for 

a primary cycle trough to occur.  Last month stated, “Primary cycles in this market have been observed to last 19-weeks and carry 

a 3-week orb. Under a January 25 primary cycle labeling, we are now in the time band for a primary cycle bottom to occur. Otherwise, under 

a March 5 labeling, we could have just seen a half-primary bottomed this past week, in what would have been the 10th week of the cycle. 

Since prices already took out the starting point under a March 5 labeling, this scenario is more bearish than a January 25 label, which is 

due for a low at any time now. If a half-primary cycle trough just formed, then we start the 1st week in a new half-primary cycle. These cycles 

tend to last 8-11 weeks.”  A half-primary cycle low indeed formed on May 13 at 18.87.  This means that the week of June 

21 starts the 6th week in the primary cycle’s second half-cycle.  Note the cyclical overlap between the half-primary cycle 

and the potential primary cycles that begins the week of July 5. 

 

Chart B: MJ Daily Chart as of June 18, 2021 

Technicals 

The technical situation in MJ remains under pressure as it continues to print lower-lows and lower-highs.  Even the 

most recent half-primary cycle crest on June 9 at 22.65 failed to take out any previous high of significance.  As such, the 

trend remains downwards in MJ.  A close above 25.00 is needed in order for the bullish impetus to resume in this 

market.  If that is achieved, we could see a rally up to 33.00-35.00.  Last month stated, “…it’s more important to see 18.30 

hold on the downside. If MJ breaks below there, a bearish trend would be much stronger.”  This continues to be the case.  If 18.30 

breaks, we could see a test of the bullish breakaway gap from January around the 15.00-16.00 area. 
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Geocosmics 

In this upcoming month, the CRDs are June 22-23 (in orb now) and July 2-3.  In the June 22-23 CRD, there are 

geocosmics such as Jupiter retrograde and the summer solstice (June 20), Venus trine Neptune (June 21), Mercury direct 

(June 22), Sun trine Jupiter and Venus opposite Pluto (June 23), and a full moon (June 24).  For the July 2-3 CRD, 

aspects include Mars opposite Saturn (July 1), Mars square Uranus (July 3), and Venus opposite Saturn (July 6).  Either 

of these dates could theoretically coincide with a primary cycle trough. 

Bias 

Our bias remains neutral on MJ, as it continues to trade in a sideways manner.  However, last month stated, “If prices 

close above 25.00 again, we will become very bullish, but if we close below 18.30, we would become bearish.”  This continues to be the 

case. 

Strategy & Price Objectives 

Position traders: Were flat and advised, “Let’s try the long side again at current levels with a stop loss on a close below 18.30.” 

Got it. 

 Aggressive traders: Were flat and advised, “Let’s try the long side at current levels with a stop loss on a close below 18.30. If 

prices close below 18.30, revert to short with a stop loss on a close above 21.00.” Got it.  We will still go short if stops trigger. 

 

 

LIVE CATTLE (LC) 

Written by Gianni Di Poce, USA 

Review 

 Live Cattle prices declined to a low of apparent significance over the past month and are now on the cusp of 

testing the yearly highs.  This past week, prices closed out at 121.55 in the August contract after being rejected sharply 

at technical resistance. 

Longer-term Cycles 

 We still like the idea of a 36-year low in cattle prices that occurred in April 2020, especially since Uranus remains 

in the sign of Taurus, which rules cattle.  The next cycle is the 6-year cycle, and July 2021 either begins the 57th month 

measured from the October 2016 low, or it starts the 15th month measured from the April 2020 low.  As stated last 

month, “Prices May 19, 2021 Page 10 broke below the October 2016 low in April 2020, so if this is an older 6-year cycle, prices could 

continue to decline.”  A close back above 130-133 would mitigate this concern.  The 6-year cycle breaks down into two 3-

year cycles, and the month of July begins the 15th month measured from the April 2020 low.  It’s a similar situation with 

respect to the 20-month cycle, as July starts the 15th month here too.  We have to be open to a 20-month high happening 

in Live Cattle prices sometime soon, as the range for a low is between 17-23 months. 

Primary Cycles 

The week of June 21 begins the 8th week in the primary cycle as measured from the May 4 low.  A secondary double-

bottom occurred on June 1 at 114.625, too, in the August contract.  Primary cycles in Live Cattle typically last between 

18-28 weeks, so ample time should remain for new highs to be made.  The week of June 21 also begins the 8th week in 

the major cycle as measured from the May 4 low.  Major cycles in Live Cattle last 8-12 weeks, so we are in the time band 

for a low to occur now.  A major cycle crest appears to have formed on June 16 at 125.775 in the August contract.  The 

cycle has been bullish thus far, so we could look for a 3-11 day corrective decline into a major cycle trough now. 
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Chart A: LC Weekly Continuous Contract Chart as of June 18, 2021 

Technicals:  

Note Continuous Contract is on Weekly chart and Nearby Contract is on Daily chart 

Due to the higher-high that formed in prices on June 16 at 125.775, the technical situation in Live Cattle has only 

improved over the past month.  This is because the June 16 high was followed by a higher-low, which formed at the 

primary cycle trough on May 4.  Higher-highs and higher-lows establishes an uptrend, which bodes well for this market. 

 

Chart B: LC Daily Nearby Chart as of June 18, 2021 
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 On the weekly chart, we’ve seen the ascending price channel morph over the past month into a wider but still rising 

channel.  So long as prices don’t break below the lower trendline of this channel, cattle is bullish. Last month also stated, 

“On the daily chart, we see that prices have coiled into a descending channel and/or falling wedge pattern. Prices need to close above the upper 

trendline of this pattern if we are going to see bullish momentum take hold ahead in Live May 19, 2021 Page 11 Cattle. A close below 

113.00 would look very bearish technically. Otherwise, we still have an upside target of 128.00- 130.00.”  Prices emerged from that 

falling wedge pattern and scored new cycle highs.  In the process, a saucer pattern has formed.  A brief close above the 

upper horizontal trendline was achieved, but prices were quickly rejected back lower.  At this point, a close back above 

124.925 would be very bullish and could lead to a rally as high as 135.00-136.00. 

Geocosmics 

In the next few weeks, there are CRDs on June 22-23 (in orb now) and July 2-3.  In the June 22-23 CRD, aspects 

include Jupiter retrograde and the summer solstice (June 20), Venus trine Neptune (June 21), Mercury direct (June 22), 

Sun trine Jupiter and Venus opposite Pluto (June 23), and a full moon (June 24).  In the July 2-3 CRD, aspects include 

Mars opposite Saturn (July 1), Mars square Uranus (July 3), and Venus opposite Saturn (July 6).  Either of these dates 

could theoretically coincide with a major cycle trough in cattle. 

Bias  

Our bias remains bullish on Live Cattle.  As stated last month and still the case, “At this point, we are bullish so long as 

prices don’t close below 113.00. If prices close below 113.00, we would actually start to lean bearish in this market. Eventually, we like the 

idea of 170.00-180.00, but there are quite a few levels of resistance that need to be cleared before that becomes more pertinent.”  A close 

above 124.925 would look good, too, and would likely lead to another surge higher. 

Strategy & Price Objectives 

Position traders: Were flat and advised, “Let’s buy back at current levels with a stop loss on a close below 113.00.” Got it. 

Let’s cover 1/3 at current levels and raise the stop up to a close below 116.00 in the August contract. 

Aggressive traders: Were flat and advised, “Let’s buy back at current levels with a stop loss on a close below 113.00.” Got 

it. Let’s cover 1/3 at current levels and raise the stop up to a close below 116.00 in the August contract. 

 

 

CORN (C) 

Written by Izabella Suleymanova, San Diego, CA 

Review 

Since the last issue (Vol.7.6), Corn continued to decline and has finished declining on May 26, 2021, at 602.75 on 

the day of the Critical Reversal Date (CRD).  This was most likely to be a primary bottom.  After that, Corn rallied to 

717.50 on June 10, 2021, just one trading day before the June 11-14 CRD.  After that, Corn declined to a June 18, 2021, 

low of 602.75 just two trading days before the June 22, 2021, CRD.  After that, Corn bounced back to close the day and 

the month at 655.25. 

Trend Indicators 

In Vol.7.2, we stated: “January 13, 2021 high of 541.50 has further cemented the notion that the low of April 29, 2020, of 

300.25 has been the 18-year low. The current rally has taken the Corn prices to levels that have not been seen in over seven-year, or July 

2013 to be precise.” And we have been reaching even higher highs since then. This makes the start of the second year of 

the 18-year cycle and the 15th month of the first 89-month cycle from the same April 29, 2020, low of 300.25.  
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The 89-month cycle subdivides into three 30-month cycles, which also subdivides into two or three 60-week 

intermediate cycles. The week of June 21, 2021, will start the 15th month of the 30-month cycle and begins the 59th week 

of the intermediate 60-week cycle with a wide orb of 20 weeks. We would expect the Corn market to bottom to the 

intermediate 60-week cycle between May and August of 2021. Corn is finally rolling over, and we already had a healthy 

22 percent decline from the high of May 7, 2021.  

The primary cycle in Corn started at the low of 393.0 on November 2, 2020. The Corn market had been on fire for 

the past year. By that labeling, the week of June 21, 2021, will start the 33rd week of the second primary cycle within the 

60-week intermediate cycle. Since the primary cycle lasts 25-weeks and has an orb of 7 weeks, it would make this cycle 

extended.  This is possible as the primary cycle can extend if we are waiting for the longer cycle, like the intermediate 

60-week cycle in this case.  

However, the preferred outlook is that the week of June 21, 2021, will start the fourth week of the newer primary 

cycle from the low of 602.75 on May 26, 2021. Confirming this idea is that Corn had declined below the 25-day and 56-

day moving averages and then rallied above the two.  This would make this primary cycle bearish as we expect the 

decline of this primary cycle to be below 602.75.  Additionally, we have an intermarket bullish divergence with wheat as 

wheat declined to a lower low with the decline over June 18th while Corn did not. 

 

Chart A: Corn Daily Chart as of June 18, 2021. Black is the 25-day moving average; red is the 56-day moving average 

Technical 

On the daily chart (Chart A), the Corn price (655.25) is below the 25-day moving average (665.25) and below the 

56-day MA (658.56), which is very bearish as the faster MA is below the slower, and the price is below the two.  

On the weekly chart (Chart B), the Corn price (655.25) is above the 30-week MA (567.87) and above the 66-week 

MA (448.26), which is very bullish, as the faster MA is above, the slower MA and the price is above the two. 

From the monthly moving average studies, the Corn price is above the 18-month (451.60) and above the 42-month 

(408.67) MAs, which is very bullish as faster MA has pushed above the slower one.  
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Geocosmics 

 

Chart B: Corn Weekly Chart as of June 18, 2021. Black is the 30-week moving average; red is the 66-week moving average 

In our previous issue, we stated: “After a short pause, a series of aspects begins, unfolding almost every other day. That cluster 

lasts from May 17 till June 5, 2021with a midpoint of May 26-27, 2021. Since aspects follow one another, it is not easy to determine which 

of them will play a decisive role in reversal. The first part of that cluster involves two aspects of the Sun: first is trine with Pluto May 17, and 

the second is square with Jupiter May 21, 2021. Venus trines Saturn May 19 and May 23, 2021, Saturn turns retrograde; both aspects 

have a special affinity with crops. Quite often, aspects of Saturn work rather after the actual aspect. It is possible that Corn bottoms during 

that time frame”.  Indeed, it was a primary cycle bottom May 26, 2021. 

We also noticed: “Sun square Neptune June 13, 2021, is a peculiar signature as it is not consistent and precise. It follows by the 

second of three Saturn squares, Uranus, June 14, 2021, which is a very strong and reliable correlate to a major cycle reversal”.  It looks 

like the high of June 10, 2021, was just a trading top, but it is too early to call. 

There are three planets turning directions which may indicate some confusion and inability of the market to choose 

the right direction; especially that relates to nebulous and dreamy Neptune turning retrograde on June 25, 2021. Jupiter 

turns retrograde on June 20, and finally, Mercury turns direct on June 22, 2021. Jupiter retrograde often coincides with 

sharp movement in prices while Mercury direct adds volatility. Sun trine Jupiter and Venus opposes Pluto on June 23, 

2021. That cluster is very strong, and we expect a cycle culmination and reversal.  

Two malefics, Mars and Saturn, clash in opposition July 1, followed by another encounter of Mars square Uranus 

July 3, 2021. That planetary combination may result in thunderstorms, destructive winds, gusts, and other atmospheric 

turbulence. Temperature may fall below normal. 

Venus makes three aspects: first is opposition with Saturn July 6, followed by a square with Uranus July 8, and final 

aspect is conjunction with Mars July 13, 2021.  All aspects contradict one another as the influence of Saturn is restrictive, 

showing a fear of inflation while Uranus is highly speculative and changeable, and Venus conjunct Mars suggests 

significant movement of prices due to uncertainty.  We may see big volatility during that time frame.  Sun trine Neptune 

July 15 and opposition Pluto July 17, 2021, also contradict each other as Neptune is dreamy and delusional while Pluto 

is explosive and requires action.  It is a fear of inflation without a clear picture of what to do.  The last aspect of that 
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cluster, Venus opposition Jupiter July 22, 2021, is not a consistent correlate to a major cycle culmination, but a trading 

cycle may occur during that time frame. 

Next cluster starts July 29 with Mars opposition Jupiter and lasts till August 11, 2021.  That cluster is very strong 

and may correlate to a major cycle reversal.  It consists of Sun opposition Saturn August 2, Venus trine Uranus August 

3, Sun square Uranus August 6, and two aspects of Venus: first is opposition with Neptune August 9 and followed by 

Venus trine Pluto August 11, 2021.  

Critical reversal dates: June 11-14, June 22-23, July 2-3, July 9-12, July 29, August 6, 2021. All CRDs are +/-3 

trading days. 

Price Objectives 

In Vol.7.5, we stated: “Plus, let’s add a couple more: 584+/-45.0 for the Fibonacci retraction, 530 to 540 range based on the 

support sone where Corn traded for three months. Lastly, 466+/-95 is based on the whole move up from the start of the intermediate cycle. 

Look for stochastics to drop close to zero (or oversold) before we should exit the shorts and go long in Corn.”  Our decline to 602.75 was 

in the price point we discussed. 

The price objective for the rally could be as high as 1011.50+/-45.0 based on the projection of the rally from the 

last primary cycle, 820.50+/-22.50 based on the Fibonacci corrective rally of the move up—a double top of 775.0+/-

11.75 to the May 7, 2021 high. 

After the rally, we do expect Corn to give up some of the total gains in a slow fashion.  This could result in a cup 

and handle formation on the monthly chart (Chart C). 

 

Chart C: Corn Monthly Chart as of June 18, 2021.  

Bias 

We are going to be bullish short term (about a month), but we are bearish longer-term (three to four months) 
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Strategies 

Position and Aggressive Traders: We stated in Vol 7.7: “Let’s modify the exit criteria as follows first third at 584+/-45, 

second third at 530 to 540 range, and last third 466.0+/-95. Look for oscillator divergence to go long in Corn.”  So, we did get first 

price points, so we should have gotten out at least a third.  We are short on some positions, and now we should look to 

exit all and go long as we have a new primary cycle.  The price objectives are 775+/-11.75 for the third, 820.50+/-22.50 

for the second third, and 1011.50+/-45.0 for the final third. 

 

 

WHEAT (W) 

Written by Izabella Suleymanova, San Diego, CA 

Review 

Since the last issue (Vol. 7.6), Wheat has continued declining to a trading bottom on May 26, 2021, and reached a 

price point of 639.50 on the day of the Critical Reversal Date (CRD).  After that, Wheat has rallied to a trading top on 

June 7, 2021, at 704.0, four trading days before the June 11, 2021, CRD. Then Wheat declined to a low of 637.25 on 

June 17, 2021, three trading days before the June 22-23, 2021, CRD. After that, Wheat rallied a bit to close the month 

at 662.75. 

Trend Indicators 

Wheat has a longer-term 9-year cycle, which started with the low of 359.5 on August 31, 2016. As of this writing of 

the report, Wheat is now in the fifth year of this cycle. Also, the 9-year cycle subdivides into two or three 42-month 

cycles. The first 42-month cycle had actually concluded with the 416.25 low on April 30, 2019. The week of June 21, 

2021, will start the 27th month of the second 42-month cycle.  

 

Chart A: Wheat Daily Chart as of June 18, 2021. Black is the 25-day moving average; red is the 52-day moving average 
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The 42-month cycle subdivides into several 54-week intermediate cycles with a wide orb of 17 weeks. The week of 

June 21, 2021, will start the 52nd week of the second 54-week intermediate cycle from June 26, 2020, a low of 468.25. 

The 54-week intermediate cycle divides into two or three 23-week primary cycles with an orb of 7 weeks. The week 

of June 21, 2021, will start the 12th week of the third 23-week primary cycle from the March 31, 2021 low of 593.25. 

Since then, Wheat has rallied to a May 7, 2021 high of 773.50 for the half-primary top and has been declining since.  

The expectation is that the 54-week intermediate and the primary cycle low is expected to occur from August to 

September 2021.  

On June 17, 2021, Wheat may have had a half-primary bottom with a decline to 637.25.   In that case, the week of 

June 21, 2021, will start the first week of the second half-primary cycle. To support this idea, the decline of June 17, 

2021, was a double bottom decline to the May 26, 2021 decline of 639.50.  We did get a lower low but with higher 

stochastics indicating a bullish oscillator divergence from which the prices can rally.  Lastly, Wheat declined to a lower 

low while Corn did not, making for additional intermarket bullish divergence. 

Technical 

On the daily chart (Chart A), Wheat (662.75) closed below the 25-day MA (676.72) and below the 52-day MA 

(689.18), which is very bearish, as the faster MA is below the slower and the price is above the two.  

On the weekly chart (Chart B), Wheat (662.75) closed above the 27-week MA (660.72) and above the 59-week MA 

(598.70). This is very bullish, as the slower MA is below the faster MA, and the price is above the two.  

Examining the monthly studies for the moving averages (MAs), the Wheat market is above the faster 20-month 

MA (588.79) and above the slower 36-month MA (547.10), and the faster MA is above, the slower and the price is above 

the two, which is very bullish. 

Geocosmics 

 

Chart B: Wheat Weekly Chart as of June 18, 2021. Black is the 27-week moving average; Red is the 59-week moving average 

In Vol. 7.4, we stated: ““There are two squares of Pluto: first, Venus squares Pluto April 11, followed by the Sun square April 

16, 2021. The very next day, April 17, 2021, Mars trines Jupiter. A combination of that cluster may correlate to a trading and in some 

cases to a major cycle reversal”. It was a top of some importance April 16, 2021, but it is not clear if it was a trading top or a major cycle 
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top. The market may continue to go higher as there are two strong aspects of Venus adjoining that cluster: Venus conjunct Uranus April 

22 and Venus square Saturn April 24, 2021. Along with Pluto turning retrograde on April 27, 2021, that cluster would be the ideal 

time frame for Wheat to culminate and reverse. Indeed, Wheat continued to go higher and made a top of some importance, possible primary 

cycle top exactly the day Pluto turned retrograde April 27, 2021. Two days later, on April 29, it was a trading bottom. After that, the 

market made another spurt on May 7, 2021, to a possible double top one trading day after Venus trine Pluto and one trading day before 

Venus square Jupiter.  It was a primary cycle top May 7, 2021. 

In our previous issue, we stated: “The second part of that cluster starts Venus square Neptune May 27, 2021, which is not a 

very reliable aspect, but with another aspect of Neptune trine Mars May 31, 2021, may bring heavy rain and a threat of floods. Mercury 

turns retrograde from May 30 till June 22, 2021, bringing volatility and change of direction of the market every 2-4 days. It is important to 

keep in mind that the market reacts to this influence at least a week before and after the aspect”.  Trading bottom occurs May 26, 

2021, one trading day before Venus square Neptune. 

We also said: “On June 3, 2021, Venus trines Jupiter, which is not significant by itself, and Sun trines Saturn, followed by Mars 

opposition Pluto June 5, 2021. The last two aspects are not very strong but quite consistent, so we may expect a trading cycle culmination”.  

It was a trading top on June 7, 2021. 

It was a half-primary bottom June 17, 2021, as it was stated: “Sun square Neptune June 13, 2021, is a peculiar signature 

as it is not consistent and precise. It follows by the second of three Saturn squares, Uranus, June 14, 2021, which is a very strong and reliable 

correlate to a major cycle reversal”. 

There are three planets turning directions which may indicate some confusion and inability of the market to choose 

the right direction; especially that relates to nebulous and dreamy Neptune turning retrograde on June 25, 2021. Jupiter 

turns retrograde on June 20, and finally, Mercury turns direct on June 22, 2021. Jupiter retrograde often coincides with 

sharp movement in prices while Mercury direct adds volatility. Sun trine Jupiter and Venus opposes Pluto on June 23, 

2021. That cluster is very strong, and we expect a cycle culmination and reversal.  

Two malefics, Mars and Saturn, clash in opposition July 1, followed by another encounter of Mars square Uranus 

July 3, 2021. That planetary combination may result in thunderstorms, destructive winds, gusts, and other atmospheric 

turbulence. Temperature may fall below normal. 

Venus makes three aspects: first is opposition with Saturn July 6, followed by square with Uranus July 8, and final 

aspect is conjunction with Mars July 13, 2021.  All aspects contradict one another as the influence of Saturn is restrictive, 

showing a fear of inflation while Uranus is highly speculative and changeable, and Venus conjunct Mars suggests 

significant movement of prices due to uncertainty.  We may see big volatility during that time frame.  Sun trine Neptune 

July 15 and opposition Pluto July 17, 2021, also contradict each other as Neptune is dreamy and delusional while Pluto 

is explosive and requires action.  It is a fear of inflation without a clear picture of what to do.  The last aspect of that 

cluster, Venus opposition Jupiter July 22, 2021, is not a consistent correlate to a major cycle culmination, but a trading 

cycle may occur during that time frame. 

Next cluster starts July 29 with Mars opposition Jupiter and lasts till August 11, 2021.  That cluster is very strong 

and may correlate to a major cycle reversal.  It consists of Sun opposition Saturn August 2, Venus trine Uranus August 

3, Sun square Uranus August 6, and two aspects of Venus: first is opposition with Neptune August 9 and followed by 

Venus trine Pluto August 11, 2021.  

Critical reversal dates: June 11-14, June 22-23, July 2-3, July 9-12, July 29, August 6, 2021. All CRDs are +/-3 

trading days. 

Price Objectives 

In Vol.7.6, we stated: “We did go higher, and now we need to see the expected decline from the newly formed highs. If this is a newer 

primary cycle, then the decline is corrective and is expected to be 680+/-21.50. If this is the older primary cycle, then a decline to 667.50+/-

25.50 based on Fibonacci. If considering the intermediate cycle, then we could see even lower prices such as 621.50+/-36.35 based on 
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Fibonacci, or even as low as 575.50+/-61.50 based on the stronger decline.”  We did get a decline to 637.25, which is in the price 

objective. 

Expected rally could be to 817.50+/-21.25 based on the move up of the current primary cycle or 773.5+/-11.75 as 

a double top to the May 7, 2021 high. 

 

Chart C: Wheat Monthly Chart as of June 18, 2021. 

Bias 

Turning move bullish as we got bullish oscillator and bullish intermarket divergences. 

Strategies  

Aggressive and Position Traders: We stated in Vol. 7.6: “We are short so let’s exit first third at 680+/-21.50, second 

third at 621.50+/-36.35, and last third at 575.50+/-61.50. After the first price objective is reached, set the stop loss on the rally above 

750. If both price objectives are met, then lower the stop loss to rally above 675.0. If stopped out, go long.” We did well with two exit 

points, and now we should exit all positions and try the long side with a price objective of 773.5+/-11.75 for the first 

half and 817.50+/-21.25 for the second half. 

 

 

SUGAR (KA) 

Written by Mark Shtayerman, Poway, CA, USA 

Review 

Since the last issue (Vol.7.5), Sugar has continued its decline into the May 24, 2021, low of 16.54 just two trading 

days before the May 26-27, 2021 Critical Reversal Date (CRD).  Then, sugar rallied to a trading top on June 2, 2021, at 

17.93, just three trading days after the same CRD.  Then, sugar declined to a possible half-primary cycle trough on June 

18, 2021, at 16.32. Sugar rallied a bit to close the day and the month at 16.43. 
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Trend Indicators 

There are no changes to the long-term view from Vol.5.3: “Sugar has a longer-term cycle of 14 to 19 years and perhaps longer 

which subdivides into two or three 7-year cycles with an orb of 13 months. We are now at the end of the 19th year of the longer-term cycle that 

started on April 30, 1999, low of 4.21. We are also in the third seven-year cycle that started on August 24, 2015, at 10.13.” We are 

on the 71st month of the 7-year cycle. Completion of this 7-year cycle could be the bottom of the 18-21-year cycle as 

well. We do expect the 7-year cycle to complete between July 2021 and September 2023. 

Also, in Vol.5.3: “The seven-year cycle breaks down into two 42-month cycles with an orb of 8 months. The first 42-month cycle was 

completed on the 37th month, with the decline to 9.83 on September 27, 2018. This implies that Sugar has turned bearish and will remain 

so until the end of the 7-year cycle. But since we are in the early phase of the cycle, it is still bullish. However, we do not expect to rally above 

the 23.90 high of October 6, 2016.” We are in the 34th month of the second 42-month cycle within the 7-year cycle, and it 

is quite bearish as the 42-month low of September 2018 was below the low of the 7-year cycle. We expect the bottom 

of the 42-month cycle to occur between July 2021 and December 2022. This does not preclude having some bullish 

primary cycles, especially following the end of the intermediate cycle. However, in the past several primary cycles, we 

may need to reassess the cycles as Sugar had been very bullish for the past year as the highs reached highs have not seen 

since March 2017. 

 

Chart A: Sugar Daily Chart as of June 18, 2021. Black is the 13-day moving average; red is the 40-day moving average 

The 42-month cycle breaks down into three or four 42-week intermediate cycles with an orb of 13 weeks. The week 

of June 21, 2021, will start the 60th week of the second 42-week intermediate cycle from the April 28, 2020, low of 9.05. 

Since then, we had a rally and a decline of a whole primary cycle that bottomed out on September 14, 2020, at 11.73. 

As was stated in Volume 7.3, “Rally has taken the Sugar to highs have not seen since 2017. Now we could see a decline to the 7-year 

low as we are getting a mega-phone formation denoted by the A-B-C-D-E on the weekly chart. This is the La-Russo’s 5-point pattern, which 

is quite bearish as the next leg down could go back to the start of this cycle as low as 9.05 and even lower.” The decline we got on April 

1, 2021, is to 14.67 and could have been it for both the primary and the 42-week intermediary cycle. The new primary 

cycle is confirmed but still have to wait and see if we got a new 42-week intermediary cycle. In that case, the week of 

June 21, 2021, will be the 12th week of the newer 42-week intermediary cycle.  To confirm this, we need a rally above 

the 18.94 high of February 23, 2021, and a rally above the 21-week moving average.  Considering Sugar has failed to do 

so points to an older cycle possibility. 
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The 42-week intermediate cycle divides into two or three 18-week primary cycles with the orb of 6 weeks. The week 

of June 21, 2021, will start the 12th week of the third 18-week primary within the current 42-week intermediate cycle 

from September 14, 2020, a low of 11.73. The new primary cycle started from the low  

April 1, 2021, of 14.67. Since then, Sugar has rallied to a high of 18.25 on May 14, 2021, indicating a new primary cycle. 

The recent decline could be a decline to the major or half-primary cycle bottom. Failure to rally above 18.24 over the 

next few weeks could result in a major sell-off. 

Technical 

On the daily chart (Chart A), Sugar (16.43) closed below the 13-day MA (17.32) and below the 40-day MA (17.27), 

which is mostly bearish, as the faster MA is above the slower, and the price is below two. 

On the weekly chart (Chart B), Sugar (16.43) closed below the 9-week MA (17.17) and is below the 21-week MA 

(16.61). This is mostly bearish, as the faster MA is above the slower MA, and the price is below the two.  

Examining the monthly studies for the moving averages (MAs), the Sugar market is above the faster 21-month MA 

(13.98), and at the slower 42-month MA (13.05), and the faster MA is above the slower. The price is above the two, 

which is very bullish. 

 

Chart B: Sugar Weekly Chart as of June 18, 2021. Note the La-Russo’s bearish 5-point pattern. 

Geocosmics 

In our previous issue, we stated: “Sun trines Pluto May 17 and squares Jupiter May 21, 2021. There are two aspects of 

Venus relating to Sugar: first, Venus trines Saturn May 19, and after that, it squares Neptune May 27, 2021. Saturn changes direction 

and turns retrograde on May 23, 2021. Each aspect of that cluster is strong and reliable, and taken together, they represent a good case for 

reversal”.  It was a very strong cluster that produced two reversals: half-primary cycle top May 14, one trading day 

before Sun trine Pluto and a trading cycle bottom May 24, 2021, just one day after Saturn turned retrograde.  

We also stated: “Two benefic planets, Venus and Jupiter, join forces in trine aspect June 3, 2021. The same very day, Sun trines 

Saturn. Mars opposition Pluto June 5, 2021, adds strength to that cluster, making it a good candidate for reversal”.  One day before 

Venus trine Jupiter correlated to a trading top. 
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It is too early to confirm, but possible half-primary cycle bottom is forming now, and the bottom may have been 

completed June 18, 2021, as we stated: “There are three planets changing direction: Jupiter turns retrograde June 20, Mercury turns 

direct June 22, and Neptune turns retrograde June 25, 2021. There are also two signatures involving Venus: June 21 Venus trines Neptune 

and June 23 Venus opposes Pluto and Sun trines Jupiter. That cluster is very powerful and is a good candidate for a major cycle reversal. 

Watch especially June 22-23, 2021”.    

The month of July starts with very strong and disharmonious configurations. Mars opposes Saturn July 1 and 

squares Uranus July 3, 2021. It can be political instability, tension as the Mars-Saturn combination is considered one of 

the war-like signatures while Uranus is erratic and unpredictable.  Both aspects promote varying winds, destructive 

storms as all of them are violent weatherwise. It is a volatile planetary combination with a possibility of short-lived 

reversal. 

There are four aspects of Venus in July: first, Venus opposes Saturn July 6, then it squares Uranus July 8, followed 

by Venus conjunct Mars July 13, and finally, it opposes Jupiter July 22, 2021.  In the midst of that cluster, there are 

also two aspects of Sun: the first is trine with Neptune July 15, followed by opposition with Pluto July 17, 2021.  All 

aspects of Venus have a special affinity with Sugar, and a major cycle reversal may happen during that time frame.  Be 

especially careful July 9-12, 2021, as it will be a lot of volatility. 

New cluster starts Mars opposition Jupiter on July 29 and continues till Venus trines Pluto on August 11, 2021. 

Critical reversal dates: June 11-14, June 22-23, July 2-3, July 9-12, July 29, August 6, 2021. All CRDs are +/-3 

trading days. 

Price Objectives 

In Vol 7.5, we stated, “… then we could see sugar prices rallying above 23.90 shortly.” We think it quite possible 

for that price point. Based on the projection of the last primary cycle, we expect the rally to be to 21.88+/-0.85. Then 

only a double top formation at 18.94+/-0.28. 

Now we need to consider a decline of Sugar to 14.67+/-0.22 as a double bottom to March 31, 2021, 14.00+/-1.17 

based on the Fibonacci retracement 12.51+/-1.98 for a deeper decline and quite possibly a double bottom to 9.05+/-

0.14. 

Bias 

Quite possible we are facing a precipitous decline in Sugar, so we need to be ready for that. 

Strategies  

Position and Aggressive Traders in Vol 7.6, we stated: “…we are long on sugar but let’s look to exit the first half at 

18.94+/-0.28 and the second half at 21.88+/-0.85.”  Let’s look to exit all longs at the next rally as we are approaching the 

end of the cycle, and the downside is quite big.  We should also get short on that rally with price points of 14.67+/-0.22 

for the first third, 12.51+/-1.98 for the second, and 9.05+/-0.14 for the final third. 

 

 

COFFEE (KT) 

Written by Izabella Suleymanova, San Diego, CA 

Review 

Since the last issue (Vol.7.6), Coffee finished the decline at 144.25 on May 14, 2021, on the day of the Critical 

Reversal Date (CRD). After that, Coffee rallied to a primary cycle top 166.75 on June 1, 2021, just two trading days after 
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that May 26-27, 2021, CRD.  Then Coffee had been on a decline and reached a low of some significance on June 18, 

2021, at 147.05, just two trading days before the June 22, 2021, CRD.  Coffee rallied off the low and closed the month 

at 149.90. 

Trend Indicators 

The longer-term prognosis has not yet changed and is well summarized in Vol.5.3: “Coffee has a longer-term cycle of 27 

years which started with the October 22, 2001 low of 42.50. The longer-term cycle divides into three 9-year cycles with a wide orb of 36 

months due to the limited data available for coffee. Currently, Coffee is in the fifth year of the second 9-year cycle from the November 7, 2013, 

low of 100.95. We, therefore, expect the bottom of the 9-year cycle to occur any time from December 2019 to 2026.” Coffee will start 

the 90th month of the 9-year cycle, we don’t expect Coffee to drop to a cycle low now, but it is possible considering that 

the shortest cycle in coffee had been 75 months. If it is a normal cycle, we have several years before that happens. With 

recent price rallies throughout the commodity markets, it is possible that the low of April 2019 may have been the highly 

contracted 9-year cycle. We will monitor this possibility over the next few months to see if there is such a possibility. 

 

Chart A: Coffee Daily Chart as of June 18, 2021. Black is the 17-day moving average; red is the 52-day moving average 

The 9-year labeling has not changed since Vol.5.4: “The 9-year cycle subdivides further into three 41-month cycles with an orb 

of 10 months. Currently, we are on the 22nd month of the second 41-month cycle from the 113.0 low of June 22, 2017. The current 41-

month cycle has turned bearish as we have seen prices below the start of the 9-year cycle. We will continue going down until the end of the 41-

month and 9-year cycles. Earliest that the 41-month cycle is expected to conclude is in 10 months, placing it February 2020.”  The week 

of June 21, 2021, makes that the 48th month of the second 41-month cycle with an orb of 6 months, and we are in the 

time frame when we can expect a 41-month cycle low. As we stated in Vol.6.10: “…however, we do need to drop below 86 to 

start considering the completion of the cycle. We have already declined to 92.70 on June 15, 2020, but it is not quite there yet. We may need 

one more primary cycle to get there. The recent precipitous drop may be an indication that the market is ready to reach the 41-month cycle 

low.” We may get a follow-through in the next primary cycle or this one if we drop below 92 over the next several weeks.  

However, we have not seen Coffee declining, and there is a small possibility that the 41-month low has already 

happened. The low of April 2019 at 89.35 may have been that low. By that token, the week of June 21, 2021would be 

the 26th month of the cycle. Also, that low could have been the contracted 9-year low.  
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The 41-month cycle divides into three or four 67-week intermediate cycles with an orb of 17 weeks. The low of 

June 12, 2020, at 94.50, was the 67-week intermediate cycle bottom. The week of June 21, 2021, will start the 53rd week 

of the second 67-week intermediate cycle. Completion of the 67-week cycle may coincide with the 41-month cycle low. 

The recent drop was the primary bottom on March 31, 2021, at 120.50. 

Coffee’s 67-week intermediate cycle subdivides into three to four 23-week primary cycles. The week of June 21, 

2021, will start the 12th week of the third 23-week primary cycle from the low of March 31, 2021, at 120.50. We did get 

a strong rally afterwards that propelled Coffee to 166.75 on June 1, 2021. Since then, Coffee had been declining quite 

possibly to the half-primary cycle or primary cycle bottom. 

Technical 

On the daily chart (Chart A), Coffee (149.90) closed below the 17-day MA (156.72) and above the 52-day MA 

(145.90), which is neutral as the faster MA is above the slower, and the price is between the two.  

On the weekly chart (Chart B), Coffee (149.90) closed below the 9-week MA (150.518) and above the 34-week MA 

(130.20). This is neutral as the faster MA is above the slower, and the price is between the two.  

Examining the monthly studies for the moving averages (MAs), the Coffee market is above the faster 20-month 

MA (121.51) and above the slower 54-month MA (117.76). The faster MA is above the slower, and the price is above 

the two, which is very bullish.  

Geocosmics 

 

Chart B: Coffee Weekly Chart as of June 18, 2021. Black is the 9-week moving average; red is the 34-week moving average 

In Vol. 7.6, we stated: “The next cluster unveils after a quick break on May 17, 2021. It is an energetically filled cluster since 

planetary aspects occur almost every other day. Sun trine Pluto May 17, 2021, is not a reliable signature by itself, but Venus trine Saturn 

May 19, 2021, is strong and often correlates to crests. Sun squares Jupiter May 21, followed by Saturn turning retrograde May 23, 

2021. Both signatures, especially retrograde Saturn, are strong and significant Coffee correlate and often lead to a major cycle reversal”.  

Half-primary bottom occurred May 14, 2021, just one trading day before Sun trine Pluto.   

We also said: “There are several aspects that have a special affinity to Coffee: Venus square Neptune May 27, Mars trine Neptune 

May 31. On June 3, 2021, there are two aspects: first, Venus trines Jupiter, and second, Sun trines Saturn. The last aspect of this cluster 
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is Mars opposition Pluto on June 5, 2021. Each aspect is that cluster is strong and reliable, and taken together, that cluster may correlate 

to a major cycle reversal”.  It was a primary cycle top June 1, 2021. 

There are three planets changing direction: Jupiter turns retrograde, Mercury turns direct June 22, and Neptune 

turns retrograde June 25, 2021. Venus trines Neptune on June 21, and two days later, June 23, 2021, Sun trines Jupiter 

and Venus opposes Pluto. When a planet changes direction, likewise, a trend of the market is changing. In that cluster, 

there are five planets relating to Coffee, so we may expect a cycle culmination and following reversal. 

July starts with two signatures of Mars: July 1, it opposes Saturn, and July 3, 2021, it squares Uranus. It is a very 

strong and disharmonious war-like configuration. It also brings erratic activities on the market and sudden changes. 

Also, it accompanies disagreeable weather with gusty winds and colder than usual temperatures. 

Venus is very active this month, making four aspects: it opposes Saturn July 6, then squares Uranus July 8, 

followed by conjunction with Mars July 13, 2021.  Venus and Saturn combination represents opposite factors 

symbolizing contraction and loss and may have a suppressing effect on prices.  Venus Uranus combination is very 

volatile with possibilities of violation of support/resistance.  Regarding the Venus Mars combination, which brings to 

the market a lot of activity, it is necessary to mention that that aspect requires a wider orb because planets stay in an 

aspect longer.  All of the above-mentioned aspects are strong and may correlate to a major cycle reversal.   

The time frame from July 15 till July 22, 2021, is very important as all signatures relate to Coffee, especially Sun 

trine Neptune July 15, Sun opposition Pluto July 17, and Venus opposition Jupiter July 22, 2021.  Sun trine Neptune is 

a peculiar combination because sometimes it correlates with a major cycle culmination, and sometimes it passes by 

unnoticed; also, it requires a wider orb.  Sun Pluto combination sometimes represents the end of one cycle and the 

beginning of a new one.  Along with Venus opposition Jupiter, another Coffee related signature, we may expect at 

least a trading cycle reversal. 

New cluster starts with Mars opposition Jupiter July 29 till August 11, 2021, when Venus trines Pluto.  Mars 

opposition Jupiter may bring large price swings as both planets are very active. 

Critical reversal dates: June 11-14, June 22-23, July 2-3, July 9-12, July 29, August 6, 2021. All CRDs are +/-3 

trading days. 

Price objectives 

We stated in Vol.6.6, “…expect a strong decline to the 67-week intermediate cycle and 41-month cycle bottom at 97.55+/-1.45 

based on the double bottom of the current primary cycle bottom. Then, the next price objective is 86.35+/-1.30 based on the double bottom 

of the 67-week intermediate cycle bottom from April 2019, followed by 80+/-1.30 as a double bottom to September 2005 low. Lower 

prices do exist but let’s first break below 80 first.” And in Vol.6.7: “we got below the first price point and on to the second. The price 

objective of the head and shoulders pattern we have discussed earlier is 74.29+/-6.64.” We could see these lows shortly if this is an 

older 41-month cycle. 

We stated in Vol 7.6: “we have a newer primary cycle that already has rallied strongly, so we need to project the decline now. We are 

expecting a corrective decline to 137+/-4.0 or even to 132+/-6.50 for the major or half-primary bottom, respectively. After that, another 

rally to 165+/-4.0 or even 170+/-4.0. Lastly, we do expect a decline to the intermediate or greater cycle.” The rally was to 166.75, so 

we got the price point of the rally.  Now we are looking for the decline to the primary cycle bottom with the price point 

at 143.63+/-5.50 based on the Fibonacci retracement, 136.7+/-9.25 based on the bigger decline.  And 120.50+/-1.80 

as a double bottom to the primary cycle bottom. 

Bias 

Now we are turning a bit neutral with bearish connotations as we expect a decline to the primary and intermediate 

cycle lows 
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Strategies  

Position and Aggressive Traders: In Vol 7.6, we stated: “…we got stopped out of the Coffee shorts, and now we should be 

looking to get in on a corrective decline that is currently happening to long and plan to exit at 165+/-4.0 for half and 170+/-4.0 for the 

second half.”  BINGO.  We should have gotten out of both as Mercury was retrograde, and we always recommend to 

take your profits early.  Now, let’s try to get short on any corrective rallies that don’t exceed 167.0 with the target of 

getting out at 143.63+/-5.50 for the first third, 136.7+/-9.25 for the second third, and 120.5+/-1.80 for the second 

third. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The next MMTA ICR Commodities Report will be issued on July 28, 2021. 

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer and using this information properly: MMA comments and trade recommendations are primarily for traders of commodity and 

futures contracts. There is no guarantee as to future accuracy or profitability. Each trader and reader trades at his or her own risk, and neither 

the author nor publisher assumes any responsibility whatsoever for anyone’s financial or commodity markets decisions. Futures or options 

trading are considered high risk. 

These reports are provided mainly for “speculators.” By its very nature, “speculation” means “willing to take risk of loss.” Speculators” must 

be willing to accept the fact that they are going to have losing trades, many more than say “investors.” That is why they are “speculators.” 

The way “speculators” become profitable is not so much by high percentage of winning trades, but by controlling amount of loss on any 

given trade, so the average trade on winners is considerably more than the average trade on losing trades. MMA’s comments can be of value 

to both speculators and investors. MMA’s trade recommendations will be of potential value only to speculators.  


